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Abstract

This document contains the supplementary material as-
sociated with the submission: MovieCLIP: Visual Scene
Recognition in Movies.

1. Introduction
In this document, we provide supplementary material as-

sociated with the submission: MovieCLIP: Visual Scene
Recognition in Movies.

1.1. Scene classes distribution wrt sources

Here Movie Slugline refers to the set of labels obtained
exclusively from sluglines in movie scripts. Common La-
bel refers to the set of common labels between taxonomy
considered in HVU [6] and Movie Slugline. Here HVU [6]
refers to the set of labels obtained exclusively from the tax-
onomy used for curating HVU [6] dataset. Human expert
refers to the set of labels added by the human expert during
the taxonomy refinement procedure.

• Movie Slugline: tent, computer room, truck, study, gas
station, cafe, shuttle, courthouse, elevator, tower, dorm,
station, club, lobby, mall, salon, prison, bus, stairs, the-
ater, car, booth, locker room, hangar, closet, farmhouse,
post office, townhouse, ship, loft, yard, zoo, funeral, art
gallery, castle, subway, lounge, train, morgue, museum,
wagon, manor, mansion, library, pool, cellar, cab, safe
house, classroom, helicopter, police station, courtroom,
city hall, fire station, corridor, control room, airport,
cabin, war room, plane, press room, cottage, residence,
penthouse, inn, church, suburban, interrogation room,
conference room

• Common label: tunnel, bakery, shack, building, base-
ball field, hotel, desert, factory, bathroom, downtown,
restaurant, village, playground, boxing ring, gym, bridge,

beach, workshop, cave, clinic, arena, garden, stage, of-
fice, attic, bowling alley, apartment, deck, cockpit, din-
ing room, basketball court, grove, ballroom, forest, house,
barn, alley, park, bay, golf course, chapel, home, parking,
bar, kitchen, school, swamp, basement, walkway, bed-
room, garage, lake, bank, living room, room, auditorium,
street, valley, casino, hall, waterfall, warehouse, tennis
court, farm, hospital, palace, estate, river

• HVU: archaeological site, shore, batting cage, animal
shelter, plaza, hot spring, harbor, bullring, sandbank,
town, mountain, retail, courtyard, sea, road, shooting
range, pond, stadium, foundry, skyline, amusement park,
market, laboratory, race track, kindergarten, ice rink

• Human expert: agriculture field, makeup studio, grass-
land, construction site, graveyard, automotive repair,
overpass, studio, boat, fair, balcony, battlefield, banquet,
phone booth, concert hall, meadow

1.2. Hierarchy discovery in visual scene classes:

We extract dense 384D representations using the
MiniLM-L6-v2 sentence transformers model [16] of the vi-
sual scene labels. Instead of manually binning the visual
scene classes into subgroups, we use Affinity propagation
clustering [9] with the the given parameter settings to ob-
tain the clusters among the labels:

• maxiter : 500

• randomstate : 12345

• affinity : euclidean

• damping : 0.5

The clusters are shown in Table 1. We can see from table
1, the clusters provide set of semantic grouping between vi-
sual scene classes that are closely related. Examples include
cluster 5, where the visual scene classes associated with
study i.e.classroom, school, study, kindergarten are listed
together. In cluster 6, the visual scene classes associated



Cluster id Visual scene labels
0 walkway, overpass, alley, courtyard, bridge, stairs, tunnel, corridor
1 funeral, graveyard, morgue
2 airport, station, train, fire station, subway, police station, post office, gas station

3
closet, conference room, apartment, press room, room, cabin,

locker room, war room, computer room, lounge, bedroom,
living room, dorm, kitchen, interrogation room, control room, dining room, ballroom, bathroom

4 pond, waterfall, river, hot spring, swamp, pool, lake
5 classroom, school, study, kindergarten
6 race track, batting cage, basketball court, tennis court, baseball field, golf course
7 attic, cellar, barn, cave, basement, forest
8 courtroom, courthouse, auditorium, stage, prison, theater
9 casino, ice rink, stadium, gym, arena, concert hall

10
safe house, cottage, yard, manor, castle, animal shelter, house, hall, shack, residence,

farmhouse, estate, mansion, penthouse, home, garage
11 booth, tent, phone booth
12 parking, automotive repair, cab, car, truck, bus, wagon
13 laboratory, clinic, hospital
14 archaeological site, chapel, library, zoo, museum, hangar, art gallery
15 plaza, village, street, road, downtown, city hall, townhouse, town, suburban, market
16 playground, park, fair, amusement park
17 bay, beach, sandbank, shore, sea
18 bullring, boxing ring, battlefield, bowling alley
19 harbor, boat, ship, deck

20
tower, elevator, loft, lobby, construction site, skyline, palace,

mall, church, building, balcony
21 cockpit, shuttle, plane, helicopter
22 shooting range, valley, desert, mountain
23 agriculture field, grove, grassland, garden, farm, meadow
24 cafe, bar, hotel, bakery, club, inn, bank, restaurant, banquet
25 foundry, makeup studio, warehouse, studio, retail, salon, office, factory, workshop

Table 1. Automatic clusters discovered using Affinity propagation clustering of the visual scene classes in the 384 D space.

with sports like batting cage,basketball court,golf course
etc are grouped together. We also use tSNE [18] to project
the 384 D embeddings to 2 dimensions and plot the layout
of various visual scene classes in Fig 1. Certain groups of
visual scene classes that are semantically close are encircled
in Fig 1. Certain groupings of visual scene classes that are
clustered in Table 1 are present in Fig 1. Examples include
the visual scene classes associated with study (Cluster 5
in Table 1), water bodies (Cluster 4 in Table 1), medical
scene classes (Cluster 13 in Table 1), natural landforms
(Cluster 22 in Table 1), automobile based scene classes
(Cluster 12 in Table 1), dining scene classes (Cluster 24 in
Table 1).

2. MovieCLIP dataset
2.1. Shot statistics

We use PyScenedetect to extract shots from the
movieclips provided with Condensed Movies. The average

number of shots per year and distribution of shots wrt dif-
ferent genres is shown in Fig 2.

3. CLIP based visual scene labeling

3.1. Prompt design choices

In terms of prompt designs, we consider the following
templates customized for generic background information:

• A photo of {}, a type of background location

• A photo of {}, a type of location

Since multiple shots consider people in focus, we also con-
sider the following people-centric prompt templates:

• People at {}, a type of background location

• People at {}, a type of location



Figure 1. TSNE plot of the 179 scene classes in the taxonomy. Certain representative groups of visual scene labels that are semantically
close to each other are enclosed by circular/oval shapes.

As shown in the Fig 3, the prompts associated with
generic background information tend to perform better in
terms of associating visual scene labels to movie shots
with higher confidence, when compared with people-centric
prompts. Further inclusion of the contextual phrase ”a type
of background location” tends to perform better than ”a
type of location” in associating top-1 visual scene labels
with higher CLIPSceneScore values. When people-

centric prompts are used, the CLIP based labeling scheme
can result in incorrect associations like interrogation room
in Fig 3 (a) and cockpit in Fig 3 (c). Hence we consider
A photo of {}, a type of background location as our final
prompt choice.



(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) Distribution of average number of shots per year (b) Distribution of number of shots wrt different genres

Prompt: People at {}, a type of background location
● Labels: ['interrogation room', 'restaurant', 'dining room', 'bar', 'subway'] 
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.191, 0.078, 0.057, 0.038, 0.0370]

Prompt: People at {}, a type of location
● Labels: ['interrogation room', 'subway', 'restaurant', 'suburban', 'dining room'] 
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.200, 0.056, 0.053, 0.043, 0.042]

Prompt: A photo of {}, a type of background location
● Labels: ['dining room', 'restaurant', 'bar', 'cafe', 'war room'] 
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.200, 0.127, 0.113, 0.079, 0.050]

Prompt: A photo of {}, a type of location
● Labels: ['dining room', 'restaurant', 'bar', 'cafe', 'war room'] 
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.159, 0.121, 0.088, 0.072, 0.0547]

Prompt: People at {}, a type of background location
● Labels: ['downtown', 'ballroom', 'city hall', 'tower', 'penthouse'] 
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.0735, 0.0638, 0.0579, 0.0573, 0.0397]

Prompt: People at {}, a type of location
● Labels: ['downtown', 'ballroom', 'city hall', 'penthouse', 'tower'] 
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.0792, 0.0548, 0.0514, 0.0459, 0.0423]

Prompt: A photo of {}, a type of background location
● Labels: ['downtown', 'city hall', 'skyline', 'plaza', 'courthouse'] 
● CIPSceneScore: [0.335, 0.095, 0.091, 0.035, 0.0297]

Prompt: A photo of {}, a type of location
● Labels: ['downtown', 'skyline', 'city hall', 'plaza', 'penthouse'] 
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.234, 0.189, 0.063, 0.034, 0.022]

Prompt: People at {}, a type of background location
● Labels: ['cockpit', 'car', 'prison holding', 'prison', 'fire station'] 
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.0451, 0.0443, 0.0290, 0.0288, 0.0277]

Prompt: People at {}, a type of location
● Labels: ['car', 'prison holding', 'interrogation room', 'prison', 'cockpit'] 
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.045, 0.033, 0.027, 0.026, 0.0256]

Prompt: A photo of {}, a type of background location
● Labels: ['cab', 'cockpit', 'car', 'downtown', 'suburban'] 
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.256, 0.114, 0.095, 0.042, 0.037]

Prompt: A photo of {}, a type of location
● Labels: ['cab', 'car', 'cockpit', 'elevator', 'truck'] 
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.140, 0.121, 0.093, 0.047, 0.036]

Prompt: People at {}, a type of background location
● Labels: ['dining room', 'kitchen', 'room', 'living room', 'restaurant']
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.1350, 0.0767, 0.056, 0.0478, 0.0430]

Prompt: People at {}, a type of location
● Labels: ['dining room', 'home', 'restaurant', 'kitchen', 'farmhouse']
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.1240, 0.0487, 0.0448, 0.0404, 0.02890]

Prompt: A photo of {}, a type of background location
● Labels: ['dining room', 'kitchen', 'room', 'living room', 'restaurant']
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.418, 0.146, 0.060, 0.0586, 0.0265]

Prompt: A photo of {}, a type of location
● Labels: ['dining room', 'kitchen', 'room', 'living room', 'war room']
● CLIPSceneScore: [0.354, 0.072, 0.048, 0.041, 0.039]

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Examples of various prompt templates and associated CLIPSceneScores for top-k visual scene labels. Here k=5

3.2. CLIP score distribution

We analyze the distribution of top-k (k=1 to 5) scores
provided by CLIP for tagging shots in MovieCLIP dataset.
The distribution of scores is shown in Fig 4.

3.3. Analysis of CLIP labeling

3.3.1 Qualitative analysis:

We show shot samples from MovieCLIP dataset with top-1
scene classes assigned by CLIP in Fig 5. From Fig 5, we can
see diversity of shots being tagged by CLIP for individual
classes like mountain, airport, desert, restaurant, stadium
etc. In Fig 6, we show the multilabel nature of visual scenes
tagged by CLIP. For multi-label tagging by CLIP, we con-
sider visual scene classes having top-1 CLIPSceneScore

values ≥ 0.4 and visual scene classes in top-k(k=2 to 5) hav-
ing CLIPSceneScore values ≥ 0.1.

3.3.2 Shot type distribution:

We analyze the distribution of shot types in terms of scale
for samples extracted from Condensed Movies dataset [1].
We consider the shot scale type taxonomy in MovieShots
[15] dataset as follows:

• Long shot (LS): Shot taken from long distance like quar-
ter of a mile and having least person close up.

• Full shot (FS): Shot showing the entire human body.
• Medium shot (MS): Shot showing the humans from

knees or waist up.



Figure 4. Distribution of Top-k scores of CLIP tagging for shots in MovieCLIP dataset(1.12 m shots across 32k movie clips). Here k=5 is
considered.

Figure 5. Diversity within various visual scene classes in the curated taxonomy. 15 sample classes from our scene taxonomy

• Close-up shot (CS): Shot focussed on a small segment
like face of a person.

• Extreme close-up shot (ECS): Shot showing smaller re-
gions like image of eye or mouth.

We use the samples in MovieShots dataset to train a 2
layer LSTM [11] network (hidden dimension = 512) to clas-
sify between 5 scale classes. For individual shots, we ex-
tract frame-wise features from pretrained ViT-B/16 [7] net-
work at 4 fps for inputs to the LSTM network. For training,
validation and testing we use a split of 23557, 6764 and
3332 shots. We use the trained model to predict the shot

scale labels for the samples in MovieCLIP dataset.

From Figure 7 (a), we can see that for low-
confidence shots in MovieCLIP dataset having top-1
CLIPSceneScore <= 0.2, significant proportion (86%)
have person close-up ranging from moderate (MS) to very
high (ECS). When combined, Close-up (CS) and extreme
close-up (ECS) shots constitute 50% of total samples hav-
ing top-1 CLIPSceneScore <= 0.2. However for
high confidence shot samples in MovieCLIP, whose top-1
CLIPSceneScore values are greater than 0.4, the com-
bined share of CS and ECS scale labels decreases to 24%.



Scene: Funeral, Graveyard

Scene: Station, Train

Scene: Batting cage, Baseball 
field

Figure 6. Multi label organization of 150 labels from CLIP’s automatic tagging with threshold limits of 0.4 and 0.1 in MovieCLIP dataset.

Further, the combined share of FS and LS rises from 14%
in Fig 7 (a) to 35% in Fig 7 (b). This indicates that a major
share of the shot samples having low CLIPSceneScore
values have high(CS) to very high (ECS) person close-up.
Whereas the increasing share of FS and LS scale labels in
Fig 7 shows that CLIP needs more background information
in the shots to tag visual scenes with high confidence.

3.3.3 Human verification experiment

We conduct human verification through Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk for reliability estimation of labels provided by
CLIP for movie shots. As shown in Fig 8, we provide anno-
tators with top-5 CLIP labels for each shot. If none of the
scene labels appear relevant for the given movie shot, the
annotators choose the Not relevant option. The remaining
shots (N=1883) with valid visual scene labels are consid-
ered as part of evaluation set. We also show some sam-
ples from the evaluation set along with the associated visual
scene labels in Fig 9.

4. Experiments

4.1. Visual scene recognition - Movies

We implement the end-to-end 3D convolutional and
video transformer models using mmaction2 [5] repository.
Our experiments are carried out using 4 NVIDIA T4 gpus.
The model configurations listed as follows:

4.1.1 3d convolutional models

i3D:
For i3D[3] we use a Resnet50 [10] backbone with the fol-
lowing settings:

- Optimizer: SGD: lr=1e-3, decay=1e-4, momentum=0.9,
gradient clipping (maximum norm=40)

- Learning scheduler: policy: step, steps: 20, 40
- Batch size, Epochs: 32,38
- Clip length: 32 frames(frame interval=2, number of

clips=1)
- Video resizing: Resize with shorter side as 256.
- Input Resizing: Resize to 224 x 224
- Training-augmentation: Multi-scale crop(Size: 224 x

224, scales=(1,0.8)), Flip(ratio=0.5)
- Normalization: Mean(123.675,116.28,103.53),

Std(58.395,57.12,57.375)
- Testing setting: Num clips=10, ThreeCrop (crop

size=256), Average=prob

SlowFast:

For SlowFast[8] we use a Resnet50[10] backbone with the
following settings:

- Optimizer: SGD: lr=0.1, decay=1e-4, momentum=0.9,
gradient clipping (maximum norm=40)

- Learning scheduler: policy: CosineAnnealing, warmup:
linear, warmupiters : 34

- Batch size: 32
- Clip length: 32 frames (frame interval =2, number of

clips =1)
- Video resizing: Resize with shorter side as 256.
- Input Resizing: Resize to 224 x 224
- Training-augmentation: RandomResizedCrop, Flip (ra-

tio=0.5)
- Normalization: Mean(123.675,116.28,103.53),

Std(58.395,57.12,57.375)



(a) (b)
Figure 7. (a) Distribution of predicted scale labels for shots (N=745059) in MovieCLIP dataset having top-1 CLIPSceneScore <=
0.2(b) Distribution of predicted scale labels for shots (N=107420) in MovieCLIP dataset having top-1 CLIPSceneScore >= 0.4 and
top-k CLIPSceneScore >= 0.1 (k=2,3,4,5). Scale labels include : ECS: Extreme Close-up shot, CS: Close-up shot, MS: Medium
shot, LS: Long shot, FS: Full shot.

Figure 8. Schematic design of the mturk experiment used for human verification of visual scenes.

- Testing setting: Num clips=10, ThreeCrop (crop
size=256), Average=prob

R(2+1)D:

For R(2+1)D[17] we use a Resnet34[10] backbone with the
following settings:

- Optimizer: Adam: lr=1e-4, betas=(0.9, 0.999), eps=1e-
08, gradient clipping (maximum norm=40)

- Learning scheduler: policy: step, steps: 20, 40
- Batch size, Epochs: 16, 15
- Clip length: 8 frames (frame interval=8, number of

clips=1)
- Video resizing: Resize with shorter side as 256.



Battlefield Boxing Ring Car, Road

Forest Restaurant, Dining room Sea

Figure 9. Example of samples in the evaluation set along with visual scene labels obtained after human verification experiment

- Input Resizing: Resize to 224 x 224

- Training-augmentation: RandomResizedCrop, Flip (ra-
tio=0.5)

- Normalization: Mean(123.675,116.28,103.53),
Std(58.395,57.12,57.375)

- Testing setting: Num clips=10, ThreeCrop (crop
size=256), Average=prob

4.2. Video transformer models

For video transformer models, we use TimeSformer [2]
and Video Swin Transformer [13].

TimeSformer:

For TimeSformer [2], we use the divided space time atten-
tion configuration with the following details:

- Patch configuration: 16 (patch size), 768 (patch embed-
dings)

- Number of Layers and Heads: 12 (Heads), 12(Layers)

- Optimizer: SGD: lr=5e-3, betas=(0.9, 0.999), nes-
terov=True, weight decay=1e-4, gradient clipping (max-
imum norm=40)

- Learning scheduler: policy: step, steps: 5, 10

- Batch size, Epochs: 8,15

- Clip length: 8 frames (frame interval=32, number of
clips=1)

- Training-augmentation: RandomRescale(256,320),
RandomCrop(224), Flip(ratio=0.5)

- Normalization: Mean(127.5,127.5,127.5),
Std(127.5,127.5,127.5)

- Testing setting:Num clips=1, ThreeCrop (crop
size=224), Average=prob

Video Swin Transformer

For Video Swin Transformer [13], we use the Swin-B
configuration with the following model details:

- Patch configuration: [2,4,4], 128 (patch embeddings)

- Depth and Head configuration: [4, 8, 16, 32](Heads),
[2, 2, 18, 2](Depths)

- Window size: [8,7,7]

- Optimizer: AdamW: lr=1e-4, betas=(0.9, 0.999), weight
decay=0.05, nesterov=True, gradient clipping (maximum
norm=40)

- Learning scheduler: policy: Cosine Annealing,
warmup: linear, warmupiters : 2.5

- Batch size, Epochs: 32, 9

- Clip length: 32 frames (frame interval=2, number of
clips=1)

- Video resizing: Resize with shorter side as 256.

- Input Resizing: Resize to 224 x 224

- Training-augmentation: RandomResizedCrop,
Flip(ratio=0.5)

- Normalization: Mean(123.675,116.28,103.53),
Std(58.395,57.12,57.375)

- Testing setting: Num clips=4, ThreeCrop (crop
size=224), Average=prob

4.3. Downstream tasks

4.3.1 Visual scene recognition - web videos

We train a three layer fully connected architecture called
Mscene with 1024 dimensional features as input for visual
scene recognition in HVU [6] dataset. The architecture de-
tails of Mscene is shown in Fig 10 (a).



Input: 1024 dim 

FC : (1024, 4096)

FC : (4096, 4096)

Dropout (0.2)
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Input: 1024 dim 
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Dropout (0.2)
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. (a) Architecture details of Mscene fully connected model used for multi-label scene recognition in HVU[6] dataset. (b) Archi-
tecture details of Mtrailer fully connected model used for genre classification in Moviescope[4] dataset

4.3.2 Multi label genre classification - Movie trailers:

We train a three layer fully connected architecture called
Mtrailer with 1024 dimensional features as input for multi-
label genre classification in Moviescope [4] dataset. The
architecture details of Mtrailer is shown in Fig 10 (b).

For both the models Mscene and Mtrailer, we use the
following settings of hyperparameters:

• Batch size: 256
• Optimizer: AdamW [14] (learning rate = 1e-4, Step de-

cay (gamma=0.85) as scheduler after 5 and 50 epochs)

5. Results
5.1. Impact of MovieCLIP pretraining

We show the impact of MovieCLIP pretraining on visual
scene recognition (HVU dataset) by considering the follow-
ing two settings of fully connected model Mscene:

• Mscene: Mscene model having inputs as 1024 dimen-
sional features from best-performing Swin-B [13] model
trained on MovieCLIP.

• Mscene(Kin): Mscene model having 1024 dimensional
features from Swin-B [13] model pretrained on Kinet-
ics400 [12].

From Fig 11, we can see that for certain classes present
in our taxonomy like tunnel, restaurant, apartment, attic
and concert hall, Mscene performs better when compared to
Mscene(Kin). Similar trends can be seen for HVU scene
classes that are part of broader scene classes in our taxon-
omy like riverbed (part of river), mountain pass (part of
mountain) and track (part of race track).
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